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KOBAYASHI-eCHIAI,S THEOREM FOR LOG SCNEMES

ISAMU IWANARI

1. INTRODUCTION

  ln 1974, S.Laxg pesed the fo!}owing coajecture I5]:

     There are only finitely many sunjective meromorphic mappings
  from a complex space X onto a compact hyperbolic complex space Y.

  CRe of the phile$epl}y behind this coRjecture is "The Geometric coRd!gioR
determines arithmetic structures on the geometry over Åíunction fteld " . After

this conjecture was posed, Kobayashi-Ochiai proved it under the assumption
that Y is of general type by using Nevanlinna theory:

'Theerem l.l (Kobayaski-gchiai l4]). Let X be a cempact analytie space
and Y be a compact analytic spaces of general type.
  Then, there are onXy finitely many sunjective meromorphic mappings fVem
X to Y.

  This theorem was generalized to the case Y is Kobayashl hyperbolic by
J. Noguchi [7]. On the other hand, there are some algebraic variants.

'Theorem 1.2 (Dechamps-Menegaux [1]). Let X and Y be smooth pro]'ec-
tive vaf'ieties ever k with any characteristic. Mereover we assume Y ts of
general tsrpe.

  Then, the Set of separable dominant rational maps from X to Y is finite.

  Theoreml.2 was proved by purely algebraic argumeRts iRclttding sQme
tricks.

  The author considered the above finiteness problem in the framework of
logarithmic geometry with Prof. Atsushi Moriwaki. The Motivations to
study the logarithmic verslon of this !nterestiRg finiteness probrema are:

  (1) To $tudy moduli problems, the finiteness of the automorphism groups
which we want to parametrize is very important via Deligne-Mumford cri-
terioR fer the representability of leg algebraic stacks. Logarithmic geometry

is a Rew ftamework to cover eompactMcatioRs of modu}i stacks and singtt-
larities in degenerations.

  (2) At the starting peint, Iogarithmic structures in the sense of Fontaine,
Iilusie Ematd K.IÅqato {31 are #echniq"es to enable us to deal witli degenei'-

ating objects as if these are not degenerating objects. We regard the log
structures not only as such techniques but as "hooks". Through the study
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on the finiteness problem, we want to understand this hybrid nature of log
structures.

      2. DOMINANT RATIONAL MAPS TO LOG SMOOTH VARIETIES

  First, we define the lead in our story.

Definition 2.1. Let k be a field. Let (X, Mx) and (Spec(k), MK) be fine
log schemes and Åë : (X, Mx) - (Spec(k), MK) be a morphism of fine log
schemes. We say that Åë is a log smooth variety if we have the following
conditions
  (a) X is a proper semi-stable (normal crossing) variety over k.
  (b) Åë is log smooth and integral morphism of fine log schemes.

Example 2.2. If X is d-semi-stable ( 8xti(stk, Ox) = Oxsing ), there ex-
ists a fine log structure Mx on X and a fine log structure Mk on Spec(k)
and a morphism of fine log schemes

                  Åë : (X, Mx) - (Spec(k), Mk)

  which is a log smooth variety. For example, semi-stable curves and Ku-
likov degenerating models of K3 surfaces are d-semi-stable.

Definition 2.3. Let O : (X, IL(Ix) - (Spec(k), IL/Ik) be a log smooth va-
riety. We say that Åë is of log general type if det(9klk(log(IL/Ix/IL/Ik)) is a

big line bundle. Here, we say line bundle H is very big if there is a dense
open set U of X such that HO(X, H) Q Ox - H is surjective on U and
the induced rational map X --+ P(HO(X, H)) is birational to the image.
Moreover, H is said to be big if HXM is very big for some positive integer

m.
  Under these preliminaries, we state the main theorem:

Theorem 2.4 (Iwanari-Moriwaki [21). Let k be an algebraically closed field
and Mk a fine log structure ofSpec(k). Let

      (X, frfx ) - (Spec(k), Mle) and (Y, rvIy) - (Spec(k), Mle)

be a log smooth varieties. PVe assume that (Y, My) is of log general type,
that is, det(st}fk(log(A(IyllVfk))) is a big line bundle on Y. Then, the set

of all log rational maps

                   (di, h):(X, Mx) --ÅÄ (Y, My)

over (Spec(k"), Mk) with the following properties (1) and (2) is flnite:

 (1) ip : X --+ Y ts a rational map defined over a dense open set U with
    codim(XXU) ) 2, and (Åë, h):(U, Mxlu) - (Y, My) isalog morphism
    over (Spec(k), fuIk).

 (2) For any irreducible component X' of X, there is an irreducible com-
    ponent Y' of Y such that ip(X') C- Y' and the induced rational map
    ip' : X' --ÅÄ Y' is dominant and separable.
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  As an immediate coro!lary of the above theorem, we have the following:

Corollary 2.5. Let X be (X, At/Ix) . (Spec(ic), IL(Ik) is a log smooth variety.

  U(X, Mx) ts ofleg generag type, then the set of automorphisins of(X, Mx)
over (Spec(k), Mk) is finite.

  Let me exp}aiR how we can regard the above corollary as the geReralization
of the finiteness of automorphism groups of pointed stable curves .
  We can easily prove the following equivalence of categories
  ( pointed stable curves År =N ( special log srmooth curves of log general

                            type )

Here we omit the precise definitieR of special bgt speciag iag structu?'e is a fine

iog structure which has a certain universal property. By the equivalence, we
can consider pointed stable curves to be 1-dimensional log smooth varieties
and regecrd the corellary as the generalization Åío tke higher dimentional cases

of the finiteness of automorphism groups.

3. PROOF OF 'lr'ffEOREM AND LOG STRUCTURES ON SEMI-STABLE
                        VARIETIES

  Next iet us give a sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.4. For this purpose,
we need to deal with the classical case and the non-classical case. In the
case wkere Affk = kX aftd X Emd Y are smeegh ever k Åqtke classicakaseÅr,
we can use the similar arguments as in [1]. Actually, we prove it under the
weaker condltioRs . However, if Mk is not trivial (the RoR-classical case),
we have to classify }ocai description of a fine log structure on semi-stable
vat'ieties. Indeed, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1. Let X be a semistable variety over k and Mx a fine log
structure of X over Mk such that (X, fufx) - (Spec(k), Mk) is log smooth
and integrag. "het us take a fine and shaTpu monoid Q with Mfo = QÅ~kX. For
a closed point xE X, there is a good chart (Q -, A(Ik, P- IUfx,di, C? -1')
of (X, Mx) . (Spec(k), Mk) gt x, namegy,

 (a) Q -+ Mk-/K'Å~ and P --- Mx,di/Oi,al are bijective.

 (b) The diagram

                        Q ny p
t s

                        Mk. - Mx,di
    is commtttative.
 (c) K- opk[Ql k[P] - ÅqPx,di is smooth.

Moreover, using the good chart (Q --+ Mk-,P --.
determine the local structure in the following ways:

 (1) if mg}t.(X) = i, then Q - P spgits and P 2t

fYIx,al,(:l} ---+ P), we can

Q Å~ N' for seme r.
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 (2) lf mult.(X) ww 2, then we have one of the following:
   (2.1) IfQ --+ P does not split, then P is of semistable type overQ.
   (2.2) IfQ --} .F' splits, then char(k-) f 2 and Ox,. is canonically iso7nor-

        phic to kifXi,... ,X.g/(X,2 - X,2).

 (3) if muk.(X) ) 3, then e - P does not spgit and P is of semistgbge
    type ever Q-
ffere we defcRe a menoid of semds#ab;e type:

  Let f : Q - P be an integral homomorphism oÅí fuie and sharp monoids
with Q l {O}. We say P is of semi-stable type

                  (r, l, pi,••• ,pr, qo, bi +i,••• , br)

over Q if the following conditions are satisfied:

 (1) r and l are po$itive integers with r ) l, pi,... ,pr e P, qo E (? X {O},

    and bt+i,...,br are non-negative integers.
 (2) P is generated by f(O) and pi, . . . ,p.. The submaonoid of P generated
    by pi, . . . , pr in P, which is deRoted by N, is canonicaily isomorphic to
    N', Rary]tely, a homomerpl?ism N' - N giveR by (tl, i • t , tr) H Åíi tiPi

    is an isomorpkism.
 (3) We set Ai,B es Nr as follows:

      At= (1,...,1,e,...,O and B=(O,...,O,bi+i,.i.,br)•

           v v-v-               t r-l l
    Then, Ai •p : f(qo)+B•p, i•e•, pi +•••+pt = f(qo)+ Z)iÅri bipi•
 (4) If we have a relation

                  X•p == f(q) +J•p (l,Je N')

    with ql O, then I(i) ÅrO for all i= 1,... ,l.

  'The classificatiexx of fine IQg structure on semi-stable varieties was studied
by M.Olsson ttnder a certaiR coRditionin [6]. Tkeorem i.8 gives the complete

cla$sScagieR zmder lte condi#ioRs. WheR study the moduli prebiems suck as
compactracations, tXs res#k makes us be able go eq{iip semi-stable vayiegies
with fiRe log structure which is suitable for each context.
  By using the above local structure result, we can see the uniqueness of a
log morphism ovex' the fixed scheme morphism, namely, we have the follow-
ing:

Theorem 3.2. Let (X, Mx) and (Y, My) be log smooth varieties over
  (Spec(k), Mk). LetSupp(pmfy/Mk) be the union ofSing(Y) and the bound-
aries of the log structure of IL(Iy over IL(fk. Let ip : X oj Y be a morphism
over k such that ip(X') % Supp(My/Mk) for any irreducible component X'
of X. If (ip,h):(X, Mx) -. (Y, IVfy) and (ip,h'):(X, MxÅr - (Y, My) are
merphisms of gog schemes over (Spec(S"), Mk), then h me h'.

  By vl}Sue gf tkis tkeourem, the Refi-c}assical case caxx be yednced tg tke
classica! case, so that we co!Tiplete the proof ef the theorem.
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